We study theoretically spin excitations in the newly discovered nickelate superconductors based on a single-band model and the random phase approximation. The spin excitations are found to be incommensurate in a low energy region. A spin resonance phenomena is revealed as the excitation energy increases. The maximum intensity may be at the incommensurate momentum or the commensurate momentum, depending on the out-of-plane momentum. The spin excitations become incommensurate again at higher energies. The similarities and differences of the spin excitations between nickelate and cuprate superconductors are addressed. Our predicted results can be tested by inelastic neutron scattering experiments later. * Electronic address: tzhou@scnu.edu.cn † Electronic address: zwang@hku.hk
I. INTRODUCTION
The high-T c cuprate superconductivity was discovered over thirty years ago, while a full understanding of its microscopic mechanism has so far been challenging [1] . There may be no doubt that exploring the cuprate analogs can help us to discover new family of superconductors and to understand physics of cuprate superconductors. The Ni atom is close to the Cu atom on the periodic table. The infinite-layer RNiO 2 (R=La, Nd) compounds were realized in the early years [2] [3] [4] . The compounds are isostructural to CaCuO 2 [5] . The latter is a parent compound of cuprate superconductors. The Ni + ions in RNiO 2 have a 3d 9 configuration, similar to the Cu 2+ ions in the high-T c cuprate superconductors. Therefore, the nickelates appear to be a most possible candidate material analogous to cuprates, and thus have attracted considerable attention in the past [2] [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . While the differences between the nickelates and the cuprates have also been reported, namely, the RNiO 2 may be metallic rather than a magnetic insulator [3, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . And at low energies the Ni-d x 2 −y 2 band may mix the La-5d band for the LaNiO 2 compound [9, 10] .
Very recently, superconductivity with T c ranging from 9K to 15K was discovered in the Sr doped infinite-layer nickelate material Nd 1−x Sr x NiO 2 [12] . This new discovery has attracted much attention and many groups have restudied the electronic structure and physical properties of nickelates [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . One of the most crucial issues is to reconsider the differences and similarities between nicklates and cuprates and find the mechanism to be responsible for the superconductivity in nickelates.
Although the mechanism of high-T c superconductivity is still puzzling now, it is generally believed that spin excitations should be important. Previously, the spin excitations in cuprate superconductors are intensively studied, both experimentally [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and theoretically [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Experimentally, the momentum and frequency dependence of spin excitations are studied through the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments. Theoretically, the spin excitations are explored though the imaginary part of the dynamical spin susceptibility. Generally the experimental observations and theoretically results are qualitatively consistent. In the superconducting state, one of the most important results is the resonant spin excitation at the commensurate momentum (π, π) and certain resonant energy. Below and above the resonant energy, the intensity of the spin excitation decreases rapidly and the momentum moves to an incommensurate one [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] 38] . For nickelates, the parent compounds RNiO 2 are metallic and there is no magnetic order [3, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . At the first sight, it seems that the nickelates are different from the cuprates. While it has been reported by many groups that the Ni-3d x 2 −y 2 band is self-doped with holes by La/Nd-5d electrons [9, 10, 13-16, 19-22, 24] . Therefore, the disappearance of the magnetic order is understandable. Although no static magnetic order exists for the parent compounds, the dynamical spin fluctuation may still be important for superconductivity. Recently it was indeed proposed that the hole-doped nickelate system is magnetically cuprate-like based on the magnetic force theory [19] . In the mean time, it has been reported that the phonon cannot support so high superconducting transition temperature for nickelate superconductors [17] . Therefore, the spin fluctuation may be a good candidate for mediating the electron pairing. Recently the possible superconductivity was indeed explored based on the spin fluctuation theory. The d-wave pairing symmetry is proposed [14, 16] . Therefore, now it is timely and insightful to explore theoretically the spin excitations of nickelates in detail. The numerical results may be compared with later INS experimental results, which can provide an unambiguous clue to conclude whether the nickelates are cuprate-like superconductors and help to seek the mechanism of the superconductivity in this compound. Several models for the band structure have been proposed recently to describe the nickelates, including the single-band model [13, 16, 24] , two-band model [15, 18, 23] , three-band model [16, 17] or more band model [14] . Generally the spin excitations are determined by the geometry of Fermi surface [33] [34] [35] [36] 38] . We expect that some tiny Fermi pockets are not important for spin excitations. From previous band calculation results, the Ni-3d x 2 −y 2 band may be the dominant band to generate the normal state Fermi surface. Therefore, we here start from a single-band model and consider the d-wave superconducting pairing. The spin excitations are studied based on the random phase approximation (RPA). Our numerical results indicate that quasi-spin-resonance may exist at a typical resonant energy. Away from this energy the spin excitations are generally incommensurate, which can be well understood from the scattering of Fermi surface. The similarities and differences between the spin excitations of nickelates with those of cuprates are discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the model and present the relevant formalism. In Sec. III, we report numerical calculations and discuss the obtained results. Finally, we give a brief summary in Sec. IV.
II. MODEL AND FORMALISM
We start from the BCS-type bare spin susceptibility in a single-band superconducting system [38] , expressed as,
In the present work, we consider a three-dimensional normal state energy band considering both the in-plane hopping t i and inter-plane hopping
, the long-range in-plane hopping up to the third nearestneighbor hopping is considered with f 1−3 k = 2(cos k x + cos k y ), 4 cos k x cos k y , and 2(cos 2k x + cos 2k y ), respectively. The out-of-plane hopping terms are taken as f 1,2 ⊥k = cos k z (cos k x − cos k y ) 2 /4 and cos 2k z (cos k x − cos k y ) 2 /4. ∆ k = ∆ 0 (cos k x − cos k y )/2 represents the dwave gap function. E k is the superconducting quasiparticle energy with Taking into account the on-site electron correlation, the renormalized spin susceptibility is given through the RPA [31, 32] , expressed as,
In the following presented results, We use the nearestneighbor in-plane hopping constant t 1 as the energy unit. Other in-plane hopping constants are taken as t 2,3 = −0.25, 0.117. The out-of-plane hopping constants are t 1,2 ⊥ = 0.674, −0.182. The chemical potential µ is determined by the doping density x. Here the we consider the hole-doped doping with x = 0.16.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We now study the spin excitations in the normal state by setting the gap magnitude ∆ 0 = 0 in Eq. (1) . At first we shall justify the effective on-site interaction U in the RPA factor. In the RPA theory, the effective interaction U differs from the original on-site repulsive interaction. Usually the former is much smaller than the latter to ensure the RPA framework to be correct [31, 32] . Also, for the t − J type model, it was proposed that the renormalized interaction in the RPA theory should multiply an additional factor α = 0.34 to match the antiferromagnetic instability [36] . Therefore, it is difficult to determine U directly from the band calculation. While one can obtain an effective range for the value of U from the magnetic instability. In the framework of RPA, the magnetic instability occurs when the pole condition of the real part of the RPA factor 1 − U Reχ 0 (q, ω = 0) occurs. We plot the real part of the zero energy normal state bare spin susceptibility as a function of the in-plane momentum q in Fig. 1(a) . As is seen, the maximum value of Reχ 0 (q, 0) is about 0.35. Note that the doping density is 0.16, which is far away from the AF instability point. To avoid the magnetic instability, the effective U should be taken as U < 2.85. In the following presented results, we choose U = 2. We have check numerically that the results are stable when the value of U changes slightly. The imaginary parts of the spin susceptibility as a function of the in-plane momentum q with the energy ω = 0.1 are plotted in Fig. 1(b) . As is seen, the main contribution of the spin excitations are around the antiferromagnetic momentum (π, π). The maximum spin excitations occur at an incommensurate in-plane momentum Q with Q ≈ (0.62π, π). And interestingly the maximum intensity and the momentum Q depend weakly on the out-of-plane momentum q z , indicating that the low energy spin excitations are nearly two dimensional.
The intensity plots of the imaginary parts of the spin susceptibilities as functions of the momentum and the energy in the normal state with different q z are plotted in Figs. 2(a) in-plane momentum (π ± δ, π). δ is defined as the incommensurability. Here a downward dispersion for the spin excitations is presented with the incommensurability increasing as the energy decreases. The incommensurability depends weakly on the out-of-plane momentum q z . The maximum intensity increases slightly as q z increases from 0 to π. We turn to study the spin excitations in the d-wave superconducting state with ∆ 0 = 0.2. Firstly we would like to look into the energy dependence of the spin excitations to explore whether the spin resonance exists. The imaginary parts of the spin susceptibilities as a function of the energy at the in-plane momentum Q = (π, π) are displayed in Fig. 3 . For comparison, we also present the spin susceptibilities in the normal state and the swave superconducting state (isotropic superconducting gap with ∆ 0 = 0.2) in Fig. 3 . Then it is seen clearly that a spin resonance peak occurs near the energy 0.4 [about twice of the gap magnitude] for the spin excitation in the d-wave superconducting state. Note that for the case of the s-wave pairing state, no spin resonance occurs. The energy dependence of the spin excitations may be studied by later INS experiments. The existence of the spin resonance may be verified and taken as one important signature for the d-wave superconductivity. The spin resonance is robust for different q z . The position changes slightly and the intensity increases as q z changes from 0 to π. The intensity plots of the imaginary part of the spin susceptibility as a function of the in-plane momentum with different energies and different q z are presented in Fig. 4 . For the case of q z = 0, when the energy is below the resonant energy, as is seen in Fig. 4(a) , four incommensurate peaks at the momentums (π ± δ, π) and (π, π ± δ) are seen clearly. As the energy increases to the resonant energy, as is seen in Fig. 4(b) , the spin excitations at the momentum (π, π) increases greatly, while the maximum intensity still occurs at an incommensurate momentum, with the incommensurability decreasing. When the energy increases further to above the resonant energy [ Fig. 4(c) ], the spin excitation is still incommensurate while the incommensurability increases. The numerical results for q z = 0.5π are displayed in Figs. 4(d) -4(f). At low energy with ω = 0.2, the result is qualitatively the same with that of q z = 0, namely, four incommensurate peaks appear at (π ±δ, π) and (π, π ±δ). While at the resonant energy, the result is different, i.e., here the maximum spin excitation appears at a commensurate in-plane momentum (π, π). Above the resonant energy with ω = 0.6, the spin excitation is incommensurate again. The maximum spin excitations form a circle around (π, π). When the out-of-plane momentum q z increases to π, as is seen in Figs. 4(g)-4(i), the main features of the spin excitations at this momentum are qualitatively the same with those at the momentum q z = π/2.
To study the energy dependence of the spin excitations more clearly, the intensity plots of the imaginary part of the spin susceptibility as functions of the momentum and energy are presented in Fig. 5 . For the case of q z = 0, the spin excitation is incommensurate for all of the energies we presented. The dominant spin excitations appear at the energy range 0.2 < ω < 0.6. Within this range, the incommensurability reaches the minimum at the energy about 0.4. For higher energies (ω > 0.6), the superconducting order parameter plays a minor role and the spin excitations are qualitatively the same with those of the normal state. As q z increases, the spin excitation is commensurate near the energy 0.4 and a hourglass dispersion is revealed. The high energy spin excitation is also qualitatively the same with those in the normal state. Note that, the dispersion may also be obtained from INS experiments. And in cuprate superconductors, the hourglass dispersion has also been reported both experimentally and theoretically [29, 30, 36, 38] . Actually, the dispersion of the maximum spin excitations is closely related to the band structure, the Fermi surface, and the pairing symmetry of the material. We expect that our theoretical predictions for the dispersion may be compared by later INS experiments. Then a lot of useful information may be provided.
Generally the numerical results of spin excitations can be well understood based on the geometry of the Fermi surface. We plot the normal state Fermi surface with different k z in Fig. 6(a) . Since the out-of-plane hopping term has the form of (cos k x − cos k y ) 2 [13] , the normal state energy bands are independent with k z along the dwave nodal direction. Therefore, the normal state Fermi surfaces with different k z coincide at the nodal point. For the case of low energy spin susceptibility, only excitations near nodes can occur. Thus qualitatively the low energy spin excitations depend weakly on q z . A more insightful explanation for the low energy incommensurate spin excitations can be obtained through the constant energy contours. According to Ref. [36] , at low energies, the spin excitations are mainly determined by the bare spin susceptibilities. Generally, the scattering between the energy contours E k = ω j /2 is responsible for the spin excitations at the energy ω j . The contour plots of the quasiparticle energy with E k = 0.1 for different k z are plotted in Fig. 6(b) . As is seen, here for all of k z we considered, the contours are nearly coincide. Therefore, the spin excitations at the energy ω = 0.2 depend weakly on the our-of-momentum q z . According to Refs. [36] , the maximum intensity should appear at the momentum (π, π ± δ) and (π ± δ, π), as is seen in Fig. 4 .
We depict the real part of the RPA factor ReA(q, ω) (A = 1 − U χ 0 ) and the imaginary part of the bare spin susceptibility Imχ 0 in Fig. 6 (c) to look into the mechanism of the spin resonance. Here the spin resonance arises from the RPA renormalized effect. Firstly let us summarize the mechanism for the spin resonance in cuprate superconductors [36, 37] . At low energies, the energy contours do not touch the hot spot (the crossing points of the Fermi surface with the magnetic Brillouin zone boundary). Therefore, Imχ 0 tends to zero at the in-plane momentum (π, π), i.e., a spin gap exists. The spin gap closes when the constant energy contour reaches the hot spot. Usually for hole-doped cuprate compounds, the hot-spot is near the momentum (π, 0). Thus the spin gap is about 2∆ 0 [∆ 0 is the gap magnitude at the momentum (π, 0)]. Due to the flat band at this momentum (extended van Hove singularity), a step-like rise of Imχ 0 occurs at the edge of the spin-gap. Then a logarithmic singularity in Reχ 0 occurs via the Kramers-Kronig relation. This singularity will lead to the pole condition of the RPA factor being satisfied within the spin-gap. As a result, a sharp resonance peak appears for the imaginary part of the renormalized spin susceptibility. For nickelates compound, the nodal point at the Fermi surface is away from the magnetic Brillouin zone for all of k z , as is seen in Fig. 4(a) . Thus the spin-gap still exists. While the hot spot depends on k z . As k z equals to zero, the hot spot is far away from (π, 0). Thus the real spin gap is less than 2∆ 0 , as is seen in Fig. 6(c) . Imχ 0 increases gradually at the energy about 0.2. Therefore, there is no step-like rise for Imχ 0 . At the energy 2∆ 0 , there is still a peak for Reχ 0 due to the flat band dispersion at (π, 0), although there is no singularity at this energy. Then ReA(ω) reaches the minimum at this energy, leading to the quasi-resonance behavior. Here the spin excitation is indeed enhanced for a typical d-wave superconducting state. While pole condition is not really satisfied. The RPA renormalized effect is not as strong as that in cuprates. Therefore, for some q z the spin excitation may still be incommensurate even at the resonance energy.
As the energy increases further, the RPA renormalized has a rather weak effect. Then the spin excitations are still determined by the bare spin susceptibility, similar to the case of low energy excitations. While at the high energy, the antinodal to antinodal excitations also play important role. The normal state Fermi surface split at the antinodal direction for different k z . Thus the spin excitations for q z = 0 and q z = 0 are different. For the case of q z = 0, only the scattering between the same Fermi surface occurs. For the case of q z = 0, the spin excitations are determined by scattering between the Fermi surface with different k z . Then the disorder is induced. As a result, the spin excitation along different direction is almost the same, as shown in Fig. 4 .
At last, let us summarize the similarities and differences of the spin excitations in the d-wave superconduct-ing state between the cuprates and nickelates. Firstly, although the band structure of nickelates is three dimensional. The low energy spin excitations are nearly two-dimensional and depend weakly on q z . The maximum spin excitations are always around the momentum (π, π), which is indeed similar to those of cuprates. Secondly, in both compounds, a spin resonance phenomena can be observed, namely, the spin excitation is enhanced greatly in the superconducting state at the energy about 2∆ 0 . The third similarity is that the spin excitations are incommensurate at low energies and higher energies. Especially, the low energy spin excitations are nearly identical to those of cuprates. On the other hand, there still exist some differences of the spin excitations. In nickelates, the spin resonance is damped greatly. Therefore for some q z , the maximum excitation does no occur at the momentum (π, π). And the high-energy spin excitations depend on the out-of-plane momentum q z . The maximum points may form a circle at the momentum space for the case of q z = 0. These similarities and differences may be detected by later INS experiments.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, starting from a single-band model and dwave superconductivity, we have examined the spin excitations in the nickelate superconductors based on the random phase approximation. A spin resonance phenomena, namely, the spin excitation is enhanced in the superconducting state at the energy about twice of the gap magnitude, was revealed. Below and about the resonance energy, the spin excitations are incommensurate. The similarities and differences for the spin excitations in the nickelates and cuprates are discussed. All of the numerical results are explained well based on the geometry of the Fermi surface.
